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ABSTRACT: Year-to-year extreme alterations in California (CA) precipitation, denoted here as flips, present significant

challenges to resource managers, emergency management officials, and the state’s economy and ecosystems generally. We

evaluate regional (north, central, and south) and statewide flip behavior since 1571 CE utilizing instrumental data and

paleoclimate reconstructions. Flips, defined as dry-to-wet and wet-to-dry consecutive alterations between the tailward 30th

percentiles of the precipitation distribution, have occurred throughout this period without indication of systematic change

through the recent time of modern anthropogenic forcing. Statewide ‘‘grand flips’’ are notably absent between 1892 and

1957; bootstrap Monte Carlo analysis indicates that this feature is consistent with random behavior. Composites for

northeastern Pacific Ocean winter sea level pressure and jet-stream winds associated with flip events indicate anomalous

high or low pressure during the core precipitation delivery season for dry or wet flip years, respectively, and jet-stream

conditions that are also like those associated with individual dry or wet years. Equatorial Pacific sea surface temperatures

play a partial role in both dry-to-wet and wet-to-dry events in central and southern CA in the longer-period reconstruction

data, with response restricted primarily to southern CA in the smaller sample-size instrumental data. Knowledge of a prior

year extreme, potentially representing initiation of a flip, provides no enhancement of prediction quality for the second year

beyond that achievable from skillful seasonal prediction of equatorial Pacific sea surface temperatures. Overall, results

indicate that the first-order nature of flip behavior from the later 1500s reflects the quasi–white noise nature of precipitation

variability in CA, influenced secondarily by equatorial Pacific sea surface conditions, particularly in southern CA.
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1. Introduction
Intrinsic natural variability of precipitation along the west

coast of North America and California (CA) in particular

shows a distinct tendency of strong alternating periods of high

and low precipitation (Dettinger et al. 1998; Dettinger 2013;

Wang et al. 2017). Annual-scale precipitation extremes in CA

often lead to socioeconomic hardship; for example, precipita-

tion extremes of the opposite sign in subsequent years can

force CA to cope with the effects of both drought and flooding

simultaneously (Brown 2017). The 2012–15 drought, which

cost an estimated $2.7 billion in 2015 (Howitt et al. 2015), was

likely the most extreme in a millennium in terms of soil

moisture deficits for the combined central and south regions of

the state (Griffin and Anchukaitis 2014; regions are outlined in

Fig. 1). Similarly, it was likely the most arid in terms of pre-

cipitation delivery itself since at least 1571 for the South Coast

and southern Central Valley subregions (Wahl et al. 2017). The

extreme wet 2017 water year (WY; fromOctober 2016 through

September 2017, fourth wettest of 124 years in the instrumental

record; NCEI 2020) relieved some immediate effects of the

previous 4-yr drought, but also led to widespread flooding and

threatened dam safety (Vano et al. 2018; White et al. 2019),

costing an additional estimated $1.6 billion in damage (NCEI

2019). Water year 2017 was followed immediately during the

first quarter of the very dry WY 2018 by devastating fires in

chaparral, oak woodlands, and mixed hardwood and conifer

forests in northern and southern CA, highlighting how wet-to-

dry flips in particular can lead to extensive fuel buildup that is

then quickly dried out and subject to catastrophic fire events

(of both natural and human-caused ignition), particularly when

coupled with high winds and high temperatures (Wahl et al.

2019). Water year 2018, the 14th driest in the instrumental

record, was followed in turn by the very wet WY 2019, the 21st

wettest (NCEI 2020).

In light of the socioeconomic and ecological costs of year-to-

year precipitation extremes of the opposite sign over CA—referred

to hereafter as ‘‘flips,’’ dry-to-wet (DW) or wet-to-dry (WD)—we

probe their characteristics and relationships with potentially

predictable phenomena like El Niño–Southern Oscillation

(ENSO), and whether they have become more prevalent in

recent time concomitant with anthropogenic effects on weather

and climate. We examine these questions using spatially re-

solved (0.58 3 0.58) instrumental data coupled with a same-

gridded reconstruction of CA WYt (from Octobert21 through

Septembert) precipitation going back to 1571, which has been

well validated and used for other evaluations of CA climate
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and climate–fire relationships (Diaz andWahl 2015;Wahl et al.

2017, 2019). We first evaluate variability and flip behavior

across the north (N), central (C), and south (S) regions (Fig. 1)

of the state since there is a strong moisture gradient from N

(wetter) to S (drier) CA (Fig. 2; note median amounts; see

Wahl et al. 2017), and also statewide flip behavior when all

three regions align in terms of sign and relative magnitude for a

‘‘grand flip.’’ Second, we evaluate the associations of CA flip

behavior with northeastern Pacific winter jet-stream winds

(NPJ) and sea level pressure (SLP), along with equatorial

Pacific sea surface temperatures (SSTs), to provide charac-

terization of fundamental drivers of CA precipitation in a

longer-term context. Third, we determine whether skillful

seasonal prediction of ENSO region SSTs could be enhanced

for prediction of a concurrent WD or DW flip by incorporating

knowledge that a precipitation extreme had occurred in the

previous year. Fourth, we place our results in the context of

simulated CA precipitation going forward through the twenty-

first century, to evaluate whether continued anthropogenic

forcing of the climate system is expected to alter the regional

flip hydrology from that exhibited over the past ;450 years

(see Swain et al. 2018).

2. Methods

a. Definition of CA precipitation flips

Aflip in CA precipitation is defined as an alternation fromWYt

to WYt11 from either wet (W; upper 30% of the historical

FIG. 1. Examples of CA precipitation flips from one water year to the next: (top) wet-to-dry (WD) grand flip (see

section 2) between 1589 and 1590 and (bottom) dry-to-wet (DW) grand flip between 1824 and 1825, from spatially

explicit reconstructions of precipitation. Values are reported as standardized anomalies, referenced to the full

reconstruction period 1571–1977 (Wahl et al. 2017). Grid cells (0.58 3 0.58) included in the North (N), Central (C),

and South (S) regions are indicated. The N region encompasses climate divisions 1–3 defined by NOAA; the C

region encompasses divisions 4 and 5; and the S region encompasses divisions 6 and 7 (see Wahl et al. 2017).
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distribution) to dry (D; lower 30% of the historical distribution) or

vice versa. Flips were evaluated for the nonoverlapping recon-

struction (RECON; 1571–1895) and instrumental (INST; 1896–

2015) periods. Flips are considered at four spatial scales: the N, C,

and S regions of CA and grand flips (all three regions simulta-

neously). The 30th-percentile thresholds were chosen to be like the

upper, lower, and middle tercile definitions used in hydroclimate

evaluations and seasonal forecasts, but they isolate the extremes

somewhat more distinctly while yet allowing for relatively large

sample sizes over the combined reconstruction and instrumental pe-

riods.We explored using the upper and lower 20%of the distribution

to define flip conditions (see Swain et al. 2018), but this resulted in a

strong reduction of flip events that was especially severe for grand flip

occurrences. Figure 2 indicates the nature of these stratifications in

terms of the distributional representation for each of the CA regions.

b. CA precipitation reconstruction
The CA WY precipitation reconstructions were developed

using the truncated-EOF principal components (PC) spatial

regression (TEOF-PCSR) method described in Diaz andWahl

(2015) and Wahl et al. (2017). Primary evaluation of recon-

struction characteristics and skill is also reported in those pa-

pers. Additional information about development and usage of

the TEOF-PCSR method in western North America is pro-

vided in Wahl and Smerdon (2012); see Cook et al. (1994) for

exposition of the fundamental method. INST data are a 0.58 3
0.58 gridding of U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) spatial precipitation data for CA

(NCEI 2020).

We note that tree ring datawere not directly incorporated in the

spatial precipitation reconstruction, but rather existing streamflow

reconstructions in the western United States were incorporated as

predictors, which themselves are based on tree ring data. The

motivation and usageof thismethod has been described in detail in

Diaz and Wahl (2015; see that article’s associated online supple-

mentalmaterial for the streamflowreconstructions used) andWahl

et al. (2017). Of note, this method sought, successfully, to

eliminate a too-long memory bias found by other studies in North

American, European, and Asian precipitation reconstructions

based directly on raw tree ring data (Bunde et al. 2013). An al-

ternative test of the reconstruction using PCs of tree ring data di-

rectly as predictors was evaluated, which did not show validation

skill to reconstruct spatial precipitation patterns (Diaz and Wahl

2015). The reconstruction begins in 1571 because of limitations in

the number of streamflow predictors that extended before this

time, which significantly reduced skill when evaluated with the

more limited predictor set back to the fourteenth century.

MINIMIZATION OF BIAS IN IDENTIFICATION OF DWAND

WD FLIPS

The spatially explicit reconstruction reported and used in

Wahl et al. (2017), hereafter called 2017-RECON, is the

expected-value (EV) reconstruction from the TEOF-PCSR

method. For use in the analysis of CA precipitation flips, we

FIG. 2. Histograms of reconstructed WY precipitation (mm) for CA regions: (top left) N CA, (top right) C CA,

and (bottom) S CA. Solid lines indicate the median for each region; dotted lines indicate the 30th and 70th per-

centiles, respectively, from left to right. Sequential DW flip years are defined as being in the lowest 30% (dry) and

highest 30% (wet); the opposite sequence is defined for WD flips.
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have developed a corrected version of 2017-RECON, since it

showed an asymmetry in DW versus WD events that was de-

termined to represent a bias relative to both INST and theoretical

probability distributions, which do not exhibit such asymmetry.

This feature arises as an unanticipated result from the otherwise

well-performing residual errors in 2017-RECON (see Diaz and

Wahl 2015; Wahl et al. 2017; Fig. S2.1 in the online supplemental

material) when the reconstruction is used to extend beyond the

evaluations in those articles to sequentially 1) stratify high and low

precipitation extremes, 2) identify year-to-yearDWorWDflips in

each region based on these stratifications, and finally 3) identify

simultaneous coherence across all three regional flips to make

grand flips. The identification of the bias is reported in section 2 of

the online supplemental material (SM). Here we document the

manner in which we have corrected for it.

First, we note that in 2017-RECON, the variance of each grid

cell’s reconstructionwas adjusted to correspond to that of INSTover

the calibration period. This adjustment, whose original application

was to compare theextentof the 2012–15CAdroughtwithother dry

extremes over the past ;450 years, was done to ensure that the

amplitudeof precipitation variabilitywas properly capturedby2017-

RECON.Our judgment is that a parallel reasoning applies here for

flip evaluation. To ensure that the variance adjustment, per se, was

not the cause of the regional flips asymmetry and associated false

positiveDWgrandflips described inSMsection 2,wefirst compared

the variance-restored (2017-RECON) and non-variance-restored

reconstructions, which showed nearly identical DW/WD ratios.

We also inverted 2017-RECON so that it was right-skewed (or

high value–skewed); as expected, the asymmetry was exactly re-

versed, with overly high WD/DW ratios.

Associated with 2017-RECON, a probabilistic reconstruc-

tion ensemble (n5 1000) was additionally developed for Wahl

et al. (2017). This process utilized aMonte Carlo generalization

of the ‘‘bootstrapping from residuals’’ technique (Dixon 2006),

in which the EV reconstruction residuals were statistically

modeled using the Hosking simulation algorithm (Hosking

1984), and then independent random draws were derived from

the modeled distribution to drive generation of the ensemble

members by repeating the entire TEOF-PCSR process for

each member (the bootstrapping from residuals; see Li et al.

2007 and the acknowledgments section herein). From a sta-

tistical perspective and important in the current context, this

method produces an ensemble of probabilistically random,

equally likely spatial climate reconstructions conditional on the

predictor data (Li et al. 2007). Details of the ensemble gener-

ation method in the spatially explicit context were originally

provided in Wahl and Smerdon (2012).

Once we recognized that the 2017-RECON residual errors

were causative of the DW/WD asymmetry (SM section 2), we

systematically evaluated the associated probabilistic ensemble

to determine if there was a subset of its members that could

provide a way to minimize these effects. This is the case, and it

provides an asymmetry-rectified version of the reconstruction,

hereafter called 2020-RECON, described as follows.

The primary way to create the 2020-RECON was to search

the ensemble for members in which all three regions have

relatively high p values for the DW/WD ratio relative to a bi-

nomial ‘‘fair coin’’ model over the pre-INST reconstruction

period (1571–1895), indicating low or no asymmetry. Two such

thresholds were evaluated, p5 0.25 (n5 48) and p5 0.30 (n5
21), which yielded nearly identical results in terms of asym-

metry reduction. We therefore chose the former threshold

since the number of ensemble members in this subset is more

than twice as large to form a composite. The characteristics of

2020-RECON are highly similar to 2017-RECON, with the

exception of the regional and grand flip asymmetry charac-

teristics: DW/WD ratios are 32/29, 36/32, and 34/26, for the N,

C, and S regions respectively, with 13/13 grand flips. We note

that although S CA still has a relatively high ratio in compar-

ison with the even (1:1) theoretical expectation reported in SM

section 2, the difference between the regional DW and WD

flips lies within 1 SD overlap of the respective theoretical

ranges reported there. Otherwise, the 2020-RECON and 2017-

RECON reconstructions possess highly similar time series

(Figs. S2.2 and S2.3 in the online supplemental material),

correlating at 0.99, 0.98, and 0.97 for the N, C, and S regions

respectively, and they also share highly similar autocorrelation

and persistence characteristics (Figs. S2.4–S2.7 in the online

supplemental material) along with similar skewness. Perhaps

most important, both 2017-RECON and 2020-RECON pos-

sess Durbin–Watson values for the residual errors extremely

close to 2 for all regions (1.93, 1.99, and 1.94 for the N, C, and S

regions respectively in 2020-RECON, testing for negative first-

order autocorrelation and robustly nonindicative of such au-

tocorrelation; see SM section 2 for 2017-RECON values). We

note that negative autocorrelation in residuals is the form that

would be involved in systematic erroneous flip representation,

indicating that errors on the high (low) side of the actual value

for one year would be systematically associated with errors on

the low (high) side in the following year (see also SM section 2).

We emphasize this latter characteristic as important, dem-

onstrating that the presence or relative absence of flip asym-

metry, and subsequent impacts on grand flips, is an isolatable

feature of residual error randomness, per se, while leaving the

other characteristics of the reconstruction virtually unchanged.

Therefore, our assessment is that the nature of flip asymmetry

can appropriately be considered a decidable characteristic for

use in subsequent analysis; and since DW/WD asymmetry is

indicated by both the INST data and theoretical distributions

not to be a climatological feature of CA precipitation, it is

further appropriate to employ the 2020-RECON for analysis of

the behavior of CA flips during the reconstruction period.

To additionally confirm this logic, we also evaluated the

polar opposite reconstruction subset from 2020-RECON,

formed as the composite of the n5 48 ensemble members with

the most asymmetric DW/WD flips across the three regions

over 1571–1895 (37/27, 41/29, and 36/23 for the N, C, and S

regions respectively, and 21/10 grand flips). This reconstruction

is again very highly correlated with 2017-RECON (0.98, 0.99,

and 0.99 for the N, C, and S regions respectively), and again

shares with it highly similar autocorrelation and persistence

characteristics, along with similar skewness. As with 2017-

RECONand 2020-RECON, it possessesDurbin–Watson values

of the residual errors close to 2 for all regions (1.90, 2.34, and 2.12

for the N, C, and S regions respectively, testing for negative first-

order autocorrelation), again robustly nonindicative of such
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autocorrelation. The singularly meaningful distinction between

this highest-asymmetry reconstruction subset and its opposite

end-member 2020-RECON, and of both of them with 2017-

RECON, is theway inwhich random reconstruction errors either

contribute to, or dampen, flip asymmetry. Therefore, we assess

that it is logically and scientifically justified to use 2020-RECON

over 1571–1895 for the more complex use-case of flip and grand

flip analysis, in conjunction with INST for the post-1895 period.

c. SLP, NPJ, and SST reconstructions

The wintert [from Decembert21 to Februaryt (DJF)] SLP

and NPJ reconstructions were derived from the analog assim-

ilation (AA) method, as described in Diaz et al. (2016) and

Wahl et al. (2019) and their supplemental information. Skill

evaluations for these reconstructions are also reported there

[see, in particular, online supplemental Figs. S5 and S6 and

associated discussion in Wahl et al. (2019)]. Additional infor-

mation about the AA method can be found in Schenk and

Zorita (2012) and Graham et al. (2007). The essential aspects

of this method are summarized here in SM section 3, specific to

the SLP and NPJ reconstructions, and below we describe how

they are implemented for the Pacific SST reconstructions.

The equatorial Pacific boreal winter (DJF) SST recon-

struction used here for the first time represents a new, separate

application of theAAmethod, employing the same predictor fields

in theAAprocess as described inSMsection 3 for the SLPandNPJ

reconstructions. As noted there, while the AAmethod in principle

reconstructs large-scale (even global) 2D and 3D fields of climate

variables of interest, actual reconstruction skill will be spatially

heterogeneous and generally focused in the regions and variables

that are most strongly climatologically related to the predictor

variables. In this case, the dynamical relationship of boreal winter

(DJF) equatorial Pacific SSTs with cool seasonmoisture delivery in

the American Southwest [important for summer (JJA) soil mois-

ture in that region; St. George et al. 2010] and February–March

(FM) temperature conditions in temperate westernNorthAmerica

(Wahl et al. 2014) is utilized for the SST reconstruction.

In contrast to reconstruction methods in which a first step is

the training of a statistical model linking proxy records and

observations, the AA reconstruction method does not employ

observations of the target variable (here SSTs). As noted in SM

section 3, the reconstructed product is essentially the result of a

resampling from a climate simulation, dictated by the similarity

between the simulated predictors (temperate western North

American FM temperature and U.S. Southwest JJA soil mois-

ture) and the corresponding gridded reconstructions. Since no

instrumental SST data are used in this setup, the concept of an

out-of-training-sample validation is not applicable and the esti-

mation of independent validation skill is instead accomplished

directly by comparing the reconstructed SST field with a record of

instrumental SST (here the HadISST dataset; Rayner et al. 2003).

As with SLP and NPJ, we use correlation and the coefficient of

efficiency (Cook et al. 1994) for quantitative comparison.

In terms of correlation, the validation skill of the SST re-

construction is generally good throughout the Niño-3 and -4

areas, and from southern Hawaii to the Pacific margin of

western temperate North America (Fig. S1 in the online sup-

plemental material). The highest values of interannual

correlation in the period 1930–80 are on the order of 0.6–0.7,

and in the Niño-3 and -4 regions they are consistent with those

reported for an independent Kalman filter (KF) assimilation

reconstruction (Steiger et al. 2018). The correlation values are

somewhat higher in these specific areas for the recently released

KF assimilation reconstructions of Tardif et al. (2019), albeit for

the related but not identical 2-m air temperature variable

(Cayan 1980), while the validation strength away from the im-

mediate tropical Pacific is not as strong as that reported here

(Fig. S1). In terms of the coefficient of efficiency, the AA re-

construction shows validation skill in the equatorial Pacific and

northwest of Hawaii, with the highest values (up to;0.35) in the

eastern portion of theNiño-4 region (Fig. S1). TheAA-developed

SSTs are employed here to ensure physical consistency among the

far-field circulation and SST reconstructions used for analysis of

potential relationships with CA precipitation flip behavior.

TheNiño-4 SST region (58N–58S, 1608E–1508W)was utilized

for evaluation of the composite relationship of ENSO behavior

with flip occurrences, and thereby the potential for enhanced

flip predictability. Niño-4 showed the strongest relationship

with CA flip occurrences in this regard, relative to the Niño-3.4
region (58–58S, 1708–1208W) and to a mixed definition by type

of wet or dry polarity, Niño-3 (58N–58S, 1508–908W) for wet

and Niño-4 for dry. Although the SST validation values of

correlation skill are reasonably high and comparable to other

reconstructions, they are lower in other areas of the tropical

and North Pacific, and the values of the coefficient of efficiency

indicate skill according to that metric in the eastern portion of

the Niño-4 region but not throughout it. These skill charac-

teristics are to some extent expected given that the North

American predictor fields are constrained regionally and

northeastern Pacific SLP and NPJ are more directly related to

the predictor fields than are tropical Pacific SSTs. However,

noting that the statistical link between the AA reconstructed

Niño-4 SSTs and the first-order independent CA precipitation

reconstruction (see SM section 3) is very similar to the link

derived from instrumental SSTs and instrumental precipitation

(Fig. S15 in the online supplemental material), we consider the

SST reconstruction to be reasonable to employ in this context

of regional study of CA precipitation.1

1We note additionally that the coefficient-of-efficiency metric is

considered to be difficult to pass as an indicator of validation skill

(Cook et al. 1994) and has been demonstrated to lead to potential

false negative interpretations of the quality of paleoclimate re-

constructions in some circumstances, such as the patterns of im-

portant historically documented droughts in China (Wahl and

Morrill 2010; Cook et al. 2010; see the latter article’s online sup-

plemental material). Relatedly, in simulation tests using long pa-

leoclimate model output, the relatively short independent valida-

tion windows that are possible during the instrumental period of

record have been shown to possess a general tendency toward

overly conservative interpretations of reconstruction skill relative

to centuries-long validation periods that are possible in the simu-

lation environment (Mann et al. 2007; a caveat is that this outcome

is potentially constrained to the simulation context). These con-

siderations additionally suggest that it is reasonable to use the SST

reconstruction in the current context.
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FIG. 3. Regional CA precipitation (mm) flips with running 11-yr precipitation standard

deviations and precipitation time series. Sections indicate the (top) N, (middle) C, and

(bottom) S regions. In the top panel of each section, short red bars indicate region-specific

DWevents and short blue bars indicateWDevents; tall bars indicate grand flips entraining

all three regions, following the same color scheme; salmon-colored continuous time series
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3. Results

a. Flip characteristics
Time series of the flips for each region and CA-wide grand

flips are shown in Fig. 3, along with the 11-yr running standard

deviations (SDs) of precipitation for each region (upper panel

of each section). Figure 3 also shows the regional precipitation

time series for comparison (lower panel of each section). Both

DW and WD flips have been a consistent occurrence of re-

gional and statewide precipitation over the entire period ex-

amined, without indication of systematic increase or decrease

through the period of modern anthropogenic forcing im-

pact—defined here as since 1900 (IPCC 2014, see Fig. SPM.1

therein)—including the most recent grand flips in WYs 2017–

19. [See Wahl et al. (2017) for additional discussion of CA

climatological precipitation deficits in relation to the amplifi-

cation of droughts by anthropogenic temperature forcing.]

This characteristic, along with some clustering of events and

nonflip episodes, is expectable in light of the white noise–like

behavior CA precipitation exhibits over the full period we

examine (Figs. S2.4–S2.7 in the online supplemental material;

Wahl et al. 2017; Diaz andWahl 2015). Flip occurrences are not

systematically related with overall variability; flips and nonflips

occur in periods of both low and high variability. Notable ex-

amples include the DW flip in S CA starting in 1757, during the

lowest 11-yr running variability for that region, and the longest

period of very high variability in C CA that occurred between

1863–73, during which no flips occurred (Fig. 3). [We note that

the SD time series in Fig. 3 are centered on their midyear and

thus are directly comparable to flip timing.]

The 11-yr running SDs of precipitation indicate a period of

relatively enhanced variability since;1970 in all three regions,

but this variability is not unprecedented over the past half-

millennium (Fig. 3). Notable earlier peaks in variability in N

and C CA occur in the 1570s to early 1580s, the late 1700s to

early 1800s, and the 1820s to 1830s; and in C and S CA in the

1860s to 1870s. These results remain generally unchanged when

the running SD length is increased to 15 and 21 years (Figs. S3

and S4 in the online supplemental material), with the addition

that CCAmatches its earliermaxima in the 1970s to 1980s at the

15- and 21-yr lengths (Figs. S3 and S4).Most recently, variability

has declined in all three regions at these time lengths (Fig. 3; see

also online supplemental Figs. S2–S4) but remains at or near a

secondary high in S CA at the 11–21-yr lengths.

A particularly notable feature of the flips time series is the

long ‘‘hiatus’’ of grand flips between 1892 and 1957 (Fig. 3),

which we highlight by evaluating running sums of the grand

flips (both DW and WD) as shown in Fig. 4 for 51-yr running

periods. The running sum value is continuously # 1 between

1903 and 1951 and goes to 0 between 1917 and 1932, periods for

such low values that have no parallel either before or after the

early twentieth century. The hiatus follows after a previous

high in the decade of the 1800s and precedes a similar high at

the current end of the time series and is driven by reductions in

flips in C (and especially) S CA during this time. In this case,

the reduced number of C CA flips is associated with corre-

sponding periods of low, but not lowest, variability at the 11-,

15-, and 21-yr time scales (and similar for S CA at the 11-yr

scale) (Fig. 3 and online supplemental Figs. S3 and S4), and

absolutely lowest variability at the 15- and 21-yr scales in S CA

(Figs. S3 and S4). The profile of the running sum data in Fig. 4

could be considered suggestive of a possible;200-yr period for

the high and relatively low values of the grand flips. We eval-

uated this possibility quantitatively with a wavelet analysis (not

shown), which does indicate power at ;200 yr21 frequency

since the later 1700s, but not earlier. Since that span of time

represents essentially one ‘‘wavelength’’ of such a quasi-

periodicity, we assess that it represents too little information

to pursue such a hypothesized detection further.

Considering the singular nature of the grand flip hiatus in

our observed record in conjunction with the white noise–like

character of CA precipitation, the question arises whether such

an event is rare enough to reject a null hypothesis that it is

consistent with random occurrence. If so, then the further

question would arise as to its potential cause. To evaluate the

question of rareness probabilistically, we developed a Monte

Carlo bootstrap analysis (n5 1000), randomizing the sequence

of years and determining the regional and grand flip occur-

rences for each random iteration, then in turn replicating the

running sum trajectory as in Fig. 4. Nearly 30%of the iterations

(297 of 1000, an estimated p 5 0.297) exhibit hiatuses of equal

or greater length and equal or greater depth than the observed

grand flip hiatus. Thus, while this analysis identifies the ob-

served hiatus as a probabilistically unusual event, it plausibly

could be a manifestation of the random variability that char-

acterizes CA precipitation more generally, falling well short of

rejecting a null hypothesis of random occurrence at typical

significance thresholds (defined here as p # 0.2).

Looking to the future, model simulations indicate CA is in

an uncertain transition zone between ongoing midlatitude in-

creases and subtropical decreases in precipitation (Chang et al.

2015), in conjunction with regional heterogeneity in projected

 
indicate running 11-yr standard deviations (SDs) of the region’s precipitation. The bottom

panel of each section shows corresponding regional precipitation time series: gray rep-

resents reconstruction from 1571 to 1895; salmon represents instrumental values from

1896 onward; thick lines represent approximately decadal lowess smoothing. Horizontal

solid lines indicate mean values of time series (11-yr running SDs in the top panels and

instrumental precipitation in the bottom panels); vertical dashed lines indicate the end of

reconstructed values at 1895 and start of instrumental values at 1896. Running SD and

precipitation time series end in 2015 to remain independent of the most recent flip be-

havior: grand flips for WYs 2017–18 (WD) and 2018–19 (DW), denoted by blue–red dots.
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shifts of midlatitude jet steam activity (Simpson et al. 2016).

Even considering these uncertainties, recent future evaluations

suggest that while CA is expected to receive the same or

slightly more annual precipitation on average, this increase will

be accompanied by greater variability (Berg and Hall 2015;

Pierce et al. 2018), particularly in S CA, and in turn a large

increase in DW flip events (Swain et al. 2018; note that these

authors denote DW flips as ‘‘whiplash’’ events). Dynamically,

this increase in DW events is driven by a reduction in typical

wet season storms in conjunction with more and more short,

intense atmospheric river events (Gershunov et al. 2019). If

they occur, such changes would represent a fundamental shift

in the nature of CA precipitation, especially in S CA, from the

white noise–like character we find—and concomitant large

but plausibly random features such as long grand flip

hiatuses—to a more fundamentally forced regime.

b. Northeastern Pacific circulation conditions and Pacific
SSTs associated with flips
Composites of winter SLP andNPJ forDWandWDflips are

shown in Figs. 5–7, using the SLP and NPJ reconstructions

described in SM section 3 (covering the period 1571–1980).

Parallel composites for Pacific SSTs are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for

the SST reconstructions described in section 2c. Corresponding

composites for SLP and NPJ using the Twentieth Century

Reanalysis data, v.2c (Compo et al. 2011; Slivinski et al. 2019) and

for SSTs using theHadISSTdata (Rayner et al. 2003) are shown in

Figs. S9–S13 in the online supplemental material (covering 1930–

2013 for SLP and NPJ and 1930–2015 for SSTs).

The reconstruction regional flip composites conform with

known features associated with wet and dry conditions in CA.

SLP conditions show anomalous low pressure/anomalous

ridging in the northeastern Pacific and adjacent western

North America for wet/dry conditions (Figs. 5 and 6; see Wahl

et al. 2019, online supplemental Fig. S1 therein). NPJ condi-

tions show 1) enhanced maximum velocity and a narrowed,

southward-shifted latitudinal range of highest velocities along

the American west coast during wet years for zonal (u-com-

ponent) winds, with reduced zonal velocity and a widened,

northward-shifted latitudinal range of highest velocities (for C

and S CA) during dry years; and 2) enhanced/more negative

meridional (y component) velocity during dry extremes,

corresponding to more northerly flow of the blocking high-

pressure ridge (Fig. 7; see Wahl et al. 2019, Figs. 1 and 2

therein). We note that these NPJ composite relationships are

strongly like those associated with low (high) fire years in CA

(Wahl et al. 2019, Fig. 2 therein), corresponding with those

shown here for wet (dry) years, respectively. For C and S CA,

wet or dry years are significantly associated with anomalously

warm or cool SSTs, respectively, in the equatorial region and

some surrounding eastern areas, whereas these relationships

are much weaker and mostly nonsignificant for N CA with the

exception of the eastern equatorial region for yeart11 of WD

events (Figs. 8 and 9; see Dettinger et al. 1998). Grand flip

associations resemble those for the regional flips, but with

stronger SLP ridging and more extensively cool central Pacific

SSTs for dry years, coupled with a lack of spatial significance

for warm central Pacific SSTs during wet years related to the

smaller sample sizes involved compared to the regional flip

composites (Figs. S5–S8 in the online supplemental material).

The reanalysis-based circulation composites exhibit similar

characteristics to their reconstruction counterparts, but with

reduced amplitude (SLP) and reduced strength of anomaly

significance (both SLP and NPJ) (Figs. S9–S11 in the online

supplemental material). For the SLP composites, these fea-

tures are particularly notable in all three regions for DW yeart
(Fig. S9) and in C CA for WD yeart (Fig. S10), and they are

notable generally for the NPJ composites (Fig. S11). As with

the grand flips, the much reduced sample sizes compared to the

reconstruction composites can make significance more difficult

to attain. It is also possible that the circulation variability in-

volved is differentially captured by the reanalysis data com-

pared to the SLP and NPJ reconstructions—that is, that the

model states selected to form reconstructions in the AA

method are relatively less variable in terms of their circulation

behavior associated with CA wet and dry extremes.

The instrumental-derived SST composites are less like their

reconstruction counterparts for the dry-year components of

both DW (yeart) and WD (yeart11) flips in N and C CA. In

these cases, nonsignificant neutral-to-small positive anomalies

predominate in much of the equatorial Pacific and surrounding

regions, with some nonsignificant cool anomalies in the eastern

equatorial area for N CA in DW yeart and C CA in WD

yeart11, along with cool anomalies in the western equatorial

FIG. 4. The 51-yr running sums of both DW and WD statewide grand flips. The vertical

dashed line indicates the end of reconstructed annual values at 1895 and start of instrumental

annual values at 1896. Grand flips of WYs 2017–2018 (WD) and 2018–19 (DW) are included

(see Fig. 3).
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area for both N (some significant) and CCA (nonsignificant) in

DW yeart (Figs. S12 and S13 in the online supplemental ma-

terial). The S CA DW yeart composite exhibits nonsignificant

cool anomalies in the central equatorial Pacific along with

nonsignificant neutral-to-small positive anomalies elsewhere in

the equatorial region (Fig. S12); in WD yeart11, extensive but

nonsignificant cool anomalies predominate in the equatorial

Pacific for S CA (Fig. S13). The wet-year composites are a

mixture of nonsignificant warm and cool anomalies in the

equatorial Pacific and surrounding regions for N and C CA in

WD yeart and nonsignificant positive values for N CA in DW

yeart11. For S CA, the wet-year composites for both DW

(yeart11) and WD (yeart) flips exhibit strong, significant posi-

tive anomalies through much of the equatorial Pacific and

surrounding regions, similarly (but with less amplitude and

extent of spatial significance) for C CA in DW yeart11. The

lack of significance and nonconformance of N CA and C CA

(for theD component generally and yeart ofWD flips) with a S

CA-type composite is a feature of the weakening of the rela-

tionship between equatorial Pacific SSTs and CA precipitation

from south to north, as this relationship progresses toward a

reverse polarity (especially for cool LaNiña–like conditions) in
the American Pacific Northwest (Schonher and Nicholson

1989; Dettinger et al. 1998). The reconstruction SST compos-

ites reflect this weakening for N CA (and to a limited degree

for C CA), but retain the overall sign relationship of wet/dry

CA precipitation with warm/cool equatorial Pacific SSTs that

is only clearly exhibited for S CA in the instrumental SST

data, in particular for the association of wet conditions with

El Niño (EN)-like warm SST anomalies. As with the re-

analysis flip composites for SLP and NPJ, the reduced sample

sizes compared to the reconstruction composites may play a role

in these differences. Compared to the circulation cases, there

also may be an enhanced likelihood that the model states se-

lected to form Pacific SST reconstructions in the AA method

exhibit relatively more specificity/less variability in relation to

CA wet and dry extremes. We discuss this consideration further

in section 4b.

c. Flips conditioned by ENSO and potential for

enhancement of prediction skill for flip occurrences
Following on the Pacific SST results outlined in section 3b

above, we additionally evaluated the relationship of CA pre-

cipitation flips with ENSO behavior in a more formal and

quantitative way, focusing on the Niño-4 region as noted in

section 2c.

FIG. 5. Northeast Pacific reconstructed winter SLP composite anomalies for CADWprecipitation flips: (top) yeart and (bottom) yeart11

for the (left) N, (center) C, and (right) S regions; Coloring (nongray regions) indicates significance (p # 0.10), estimated using a two-

sample t test with inhomogeneous variances (comparing flip composite values with nonflip averages). The time period is 1571–1980;

seasonality is DJF.
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Two-way histograms of reconstructed winter Niño-4 anom-

aly values for DW and WD flips are shown in Fig. 10, for all

three regions and grand flips. If Niño-4 SSTs were perfectly

explanatory of CA precipitation, and by inclusion of flip be-

havior for a ‘‘canonical’’ CA (especially S CA) ENSO re-

sponse, the histogram values would be entirely located in the

lower-right quadrant of each panel for DW flips (Fig. 10, top-

left section), with , 0 La Niña (LN)-like anomalies for yeart
and . 0 EN-like anomalies for yeart11. Conversely, the his-

togram values would be entirely located in the upper-left

quadrant of each panel for WD flips (Fig. 10, top-right sec-

tion), with . 0 EN-like anomalies for yeart and , 0 LN-like

anomalies for yeart11.

As anticipated from the more general results described in

section 3b, the two-way histogram outcomes indicate that, for

theDW case, flips in S CA (Fig. 10, top-left section, lower-right

panel) are most closely related with ENSO, with 40% of events

occurring in the lower-right quadrant. S CA also shows the

greatest, and similar, specificity for the WD case (Fig. 10, top-

right section, lower-right panel), with ;43% of events occur-

ring in the upper-left quadrant. DW flips in C CA are slightly

less strongly related with Niño-4 SSTs (Fig. 10, top-left section,
lower-left panel) with ;36% of events occurring in the lower-

right quadrant, and similarly for WD events (Fig. 10, top-right

section, lower-left panel) with;38% of events occurring in the

upper-left quadrant. These percentages are approximately 2

times the reconstruction-based empirical likelihood of a flip

occurrence, which is ;19% [see He and Sheffield (2020), who

find that DW flips occur ;11% of the time globally at the end

of drought periods]. We note in this contextWebb et al. (2003),

who find a similar enhancement ratio for S CA in instrumental

observations—in their analysis, for EN relative to the clima-

tological chance of a wet year in that region. DW flips in N CA

are more evenly related with Niño-4 SSTs (Fig. 10, top-left

section, upper-right panel), with ;24% of events occurring in

the lower-right quadrant and ;29% of WD events (Fig. 10,

top-right section, upper-right panel) occurring in the upper-left

quadrant. Grand flips show strength similar to that in S and C

CA:;43% in the lower-right quadrant for DW events (Fig. 10,

top-left section, upper-left panel) and ;36% in the upper-left

quadrant for WD events (Fig. 10, top-right section, upper-

left panel).

Corresponding results for all 2-yr sequences are shown in the

bottom section of Fig. 10. These results do not cluster in either

the lower-right or upper-left quadrants, highlighting the role

ENSO plays in S and C CA flip sequences. To place this

comparative evaluation in a probabilistic context, we per-

formed a separate Monte Carlo bootstrap analysis (n 5 1000),

randomizing the sequence of years and corresponding SST

values and determining the all-year two-way histogram results

for each random iteration. This analysis indicates that the

percentages noted for S and C CA and for grand flips are

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for WD precipitation flip events.
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strongly significant (estimated p � 0.01), and the N CA WD

percentage is also significant at the estimated p , 0.01 level.

The N CA DW percentage is not significant at any commonly

used significance level (as above, defined to be p # 0.2). A

parallel Monte Carlo bootstrap for nonflip years (i.e., omitting

the years in which a flip in either direction is initiated) yields

the same results. We note that the bootstrap analyses we use

rest, in part, on the approximately white noise nature of CA

precipitation (Figs. S2.4–S2.7 in the online supplemental ma-

terial), motivating the appropriateness of randomizing the

sequence of years [see Wahl et al. (2017), where this reasoning

was relatedly applied].

It is important to consider that these observed relationships

between (especially) S and C CA flips and Niño-4, while esti-

mated to be highly statistically significant, indicate that

ENSO’s role is still at most partial in terms of flip behavior.

None of the percentages observed represent even half of the

DW or WD flip events. Additionally, and again as expected, a

moremuted response occurs (except for SCA forDWevents, with

;44% in the lower-right quadrant) using the smaller-sample-size

FIG. 7. Coastal Northeast Pacific reconstructedwinterNPJ composites for CAprecipitation

flips. Sections indicate the (top left) N, (top right) C, and (bottom) S regions. In each section,

the left panels show yeart and the right panels show yeart11 latitudinal profiles of 200-hPa u-

wind velocity averaged between 1208 and 1308Win the top panels and 200-hPa y-wind velocity

averaged between 1108 and 1208W in the bottom panels. Longitudinal windows represent

areas with the highest correlation between CA precipitation and NPJ u and y components

(Wahl et al. 2019). Red color indicatesDWflips, and blue color indicatesWDflips, as in Fig. 3;

thin solid lines and dashed lines indicate 61 and 62 sample-estimated standard error of the

mean (SEM), respectively. The time period is 1571–1980; seasonality is DJF.
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instrumental SST data (Fig. S14 in the online supplemental

material, top panels). This caution is particularly important in

the context of evaluating the potential for enhancing forecast

skill of flip occurrences. The question at interest in this context is

whether prior knowledge that a potential flip initiation year

(a potential yeart) has occurred can enhance skill when cou-

pled with a skillful prediction of yeart11 ENSO area SST

conditions (evaluated here as Niño-4). In this regard, we note

that in instrumental data since 1950 wet conditions occur for S

CA when there is an EN ;46% of the time (Climate.gov

2019), and this information is not conditioned on yeart dry

conditions. Therefore, even in the best identified case of DW

flips in S CA (considering both the reconstruction and instru-

mental data outcomes), our results indicate no potential for

enhancement of flip prediction capability for yeart11, based on

skillful prediction of yeart11 ENSO area SST conditions in

conjunction with knowledge that a potential flip initiation year

had occurred in yeart. Continued development of prediction skill

for ENSO-related SSTs thus remains as a key goal for enhancing

early management adaptation to the possibility of a flip. This

outcome is considered further in section 4 below.

4. Summary and discussion

a. Summary
As outlined in the introduction, we have addressed three

important aspects of year-to-year extreme flips of CA precip-

itation. These aspects are summarized as follows.

1) First, and most fundamental, we have examined flip occur-

rences since 1571, with the clear result that flips have

occurred throughout the past;450 years and do not exhibit

systematic increase or decrease associated with enhanced

anthropogenic forcing (section 3a; Fig. 3). Themost notable

feature of the long flips record is a hiatus of grand flips

(across the entire state, N, C, and S) in the later nineteenth

century and first half of the twentieth century (Fig. 4), which

is statistically consistent with purely random behavior.

FIG. 8. Pacific Ocean reconstructed boreal winter SST composite anomalies for CA DW precipitation flips; (top) yeart and (bottom)

yeart11 for the (left) N, (center) C, and (right) S regions; The red box outlines the Niño-4 area (see section 2c and online supplemental

Fig. S1 for skill characteristics of the Niño-4 area). Stippling indicates significance (p # 0.10), estimated using a two-sample t test with

inhomogeneous variances (comparing flip composite values with nonflip averages). The time period is 1571–1980; seasonality is DJF.
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2) Second, we have evaluated the associations for each region,

and for grand flips, between flip occurrences and northeast-

ern Pacific circulation (SLP and NPJ) and equatorial Pacific

SST conditions (section 3b). Reconstruction and reanalysis

composites for northeastern Pacific winter sea level pres-

sure and jet-stream winds associated with flip events gen-

erally indicate significant anomalous high (low) pressure

during the core winter precipitation delivery season for dry

(wet) flip years (Figs. 5 and 6 and online supplemental

Figs. S5, S9, and S10), and jet-stream conditions that are

similarly like those associated with individual dry or wet

years (Fig. 7 and online supplemental Figs. S6 and S11). Cool

(warm) equatorial Pacific SSTs are significantly related to dry

(wet) flip years in C and S CA in the longer-period recon-

struction data, with weaker and largely nonsignificant rela-

tionships for N CA (Figs. 8 and 9). In the smaller sample-size

instrumental data composites, significant and notably warm

equatorial Pacific SSTs are associated with wet flip years in S

CA (particularly in DW yeart11), and similarly but with

somewhat less amplitude and spatial extent for C CA in DW

yeart11; cool but nonsignificant SSTs are associated with the

dry flip years in S CA (especially in WD yeart11) (Figs. S12

and S13 in the online supplemental material). The other

three cases for C CA and three of the four cases for N CA

indicate nonsignificant mixed warm and cool equatorial

Pacific SSTs or neutral-to-weak opposite sign relation-

ships from those exhibited by the reconstruction data

(Figs. S12 and S13); nonsignificant same-sign SSTs occur

for N CA in DW yeart11. We note that, along with the

inherent interest these associations carry for CA climatology

and resource/emergency management considerations in

the state, the attempt to provide long-term quantitative

understanding of circulation and teleconnected phenomena

associated with fundamental temperature and hydroclimate

reconstructions is a key goal of high-resolution paleocli-

matology during the Common Era (see PAGES 2k Project

2020).

3) Third, we have evaluated whether there is potential for

enhancement of flip prediction capability for yeart11, based

on skillful prediction of yeart11 ENSO area SST conditions

in conjunctionwith knowledge that a potential flip initiation

year had occurred in yeart (section 3c). Knowledge of a

prior year extreme provides no enhancement of prediction

quality for the second year (yeart11) beyond that achievable

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for WD precipitation flip events.
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from skillful seasonal prediction of equatorial Pacific SSTs

(evaluated here as Niño-4 region SSTs) (see Fig. 10 and

online supplemental Fig. S14).

b. Technical consideration regarding Pacific SST

reconstruction by the AA method
As noted in section 3b, the lack of significance and non-

conformance of N CA and C CA instrumental SSTs (for the D

component generally and yeart of WD flips) with a S CA-type

flip composite is a feature of the weakening of the relationship

between equatorial Pacific SSTs and CA precipitation from

south to north. The reconstruction SST composites also reflect

this weakening for N CA (and to a limited degree for C CA),

but retain the overall sign relationship of wet/dry CA precipi-

tation with warm/cool equatorial Pacific SSTs that is only

clearly exhibited for S CA in the instrumental data. While the

FIG. 10. Two-way histograms of reconstructed boreal winter Niño-4 SST anomaly values for CA precipitation flip years and all years.

Sections indicate (top left) DW events, (top right) WD events, and (bottom) every year included. Clockwise from top left in each section,

the panels show grand flips, N, S, andC regions; yeart values are shown on the y axis, yeart11 values are shown on the x axis (note difference

in scale for the every-year-included case). Shading indicates frequency in each 0.58 3 0.58 histogram grid box; the red outline indicates

anomaly values of#0.58. The time period is 1571–1980; seasonality is DJF. (Note that all panels in the bottom section are the same since

every year is included.)
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reduced sample size of the instrumental composites compared

to their reconstruction counterparts may play a role in these

differences, the model states selected to form the Pacific SST

reconstruction in the AAmethod may exhibit inherently more

specificity/less variability in relation to CA wet and dry ex-

tremes. This possible limitation of the AA method is an im-

portant area for future work for its improvement. Inclusion of

additional hydroclimate predictor information from the East

Asian margin of the Pacific (the Monsoon Asia Drought Atlas;

Cook et al. 2010) has been attempted, but without increase in

reconstruction skill of equatorial Pacific SSTs. More generally,

two of the authors (EZ and EW) are initiating experiments to

couple a KF postprocessing step with the AAmethod, with the

goal to exploit the optimality properties of the Kalman filter to

enhance the AA output after analog state selection, and

thereby increase skill (Pfister et al. 2020). Theoretically, this

extension of the AA method should allow amelioration of

model deficiencies for AA reconstruction, such as those de-

scribed above as potential issues in this case, contingent in part

on the inherent noise/error variability of the paleo-observation

data used as predictors in the AA method, which represents a

fundamental limiting factor in this process.

c. Discussion

The lack of predictability enhancement reported in section 3c

is generally consistent with the white noise–like character of CA

precipitation time series, over the period evaluated, in both

reconstruction and instrumental data (Figs. S2.4–S2.7 in the

online supplemental material) as noted in section 3a (see below

with regard to the future). Thus, the first-order nature of flip

behavior from the later 1500s up to the present appears to be

primarily the result of the quasi-random character of CA

precipitation; even a feature as singular as the grand flip hiatus

between 1892 and 1957 is consistent with random behavior.

This first-order characteristic is influenced secondarily by

ENSO SST conditions, with the greatest ENSO influence in S

CA and for DW flips there. That ENSO precipitation tele-

connections in CA are generally strongest for the S region is

well known (e.g., NOAA 2019a,b; see Fig. S15 in the online

supplemental material, right panels), and we show that this is

also true in a secondary sense for year-to-year precipitation flip

behavior (Figs. 8–10 and online supplemental Figs. S12–S14).

The essentially stationary character of CA flip behavior that

we report during the period evaluated is consistent with the

model results of Swain et al. (2018) during the twentieth and

early twenty-first centuries (see Fig. 4 therein). Progressing

into the future, Swain et al. (2018) find a clear trend toward

greater DW flip events, particularly strongly expressed in S

CA, driven by anthropogenic forcing manifesting through

strong increases in subseasonal wet storm sequences (both N

and S) and additionally by enhanced extreme dry seasons

(especially in the S). Gershunov et al. (2019) evaluate this

tendency in greater temporal detail, and conclude that in-

creases in wet extremes will be driven almost entirely by en-

hanced individual atmospheric river events (see Dettinger

2013) in the context of increased occurrence of dry days, es-

pecially in shoulder seasons. Again, this combination could

lead to a greater frequency of DW events.

Thus, the combination of the multicentury results presented

here and model-based studies of potential future conditions

suggests that anthropogenic radiative forcing is likely to signifi-

cantly alter the previous long-term character of CA precipitation

and flip events in the coming decades. These alterations are pro-

jected to change CA hydroclimate into an historically unprece-

dented, more radiatively forced condition of greater moisture

extremes, with concomitant effects on both human and natural

systems in one of North America’s most populated areas and one

of the world’s most productive economic regions [see Wahl et al.

(2019) for related considerations concerning fire in CA].
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